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String bracket and flat connections
HOSSEIN ABBASPOUR

MAHMOUD ZEINALIAN

Let G! P !M be a flat principal bundle over a compact and oriented manifold
M of dimension m D 2d . We construct a map ‰W HS1

2! .LM /! O.MC/ of Lie
algebras, where HS1

2! .LM / is the even dimensional part of the equivariant homology
of LM , the free loop space of M , and MC is the Maurer–Cartan moduli space of
the graded differential Lie algebra !!.M; adP / , the differential forms with values
in the associated adjoint bundle of P . For a 2–dimensional manifold M , our Lie
algebra map reduces to that constructed by Goldman [17]. We treat different Lie
algebra structures on HS1

2! .LM / depending on the choice of the linear reductive Lie
group G in our discussion. This paper provides a mathematician-friendly formulation
and proof of the main result of Cattaneo, Frohlich and Pedrini [3] for G D GL.n;!/
and GL.n;"/ together with its natural generalization to other reductive Lie groups.

55P35; 57R19, 58A10

1 Introduction

The precursors to the Chas–Sullivan string bracket [5] were Goldman’s Lie algebra
structures [17] on certain vector spaces based on the homotopy classes of closed curves
on a closed orientable surface S . The simplest one of these was defined on the vector
space "y" generated by the set y" of free homotopy classes of closed oriented curves
on S . There was a similar construction of a Lie algebra based on unoriented curves.
For the moment, let us talk about "y" for which the bracket of two equivalence classes
of curves is a signed summation of the curves obtained by breaking and reconnecting
two transversal representatives at each of their intersection points one at a time. The
relevance, and more importantly the universality, of this algebraic object to geometry
was established by defining a map # 7! f! , from "y" to the Poisson algebra of
smooth functions on the symplectic space Hom.";G/=G of representations of " into
G D GL.n;!/ or GL.n;"/. Said slightly differently, to a free homotopy class of a
closed curve one assigns a function on the moduli space of all flat connections modulo
the gauge group. The value of the function f! at an equivalence class ˛ is the trace
of the holonomy with respect to the flat connection representing ˛ along a oriented
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closed curve representing the free homotopy class # . The Poisson bracket of two such
functions is identified as (see [17])

ff! ; f"g D
X

p2! #"

".pI #;$/f!p"p
;

where #p$p denotes the product of the elements #p;$p 2 "1.S Ip/, and ".pI #;$/D
˙1 denotes the oriented intersection number of # and $ at p .

Goldman [17] showed that

Œ#;$%D
X

p2! #"

".pI #;$/#p$p

defines a Lie bracket on "y" , the free vector space generated by the conjugacy classes
of " . In particular this means that the map # 7! f! is a map of Lie algebras.

Similarly, he showed that the Lie algebra structure on the vector space based on the
set of free homotopy classes of unoriented curves corresponds to the case where G

is O.p; q/, O.n;!/, U.p; q/, Sp.n;"/, or Sp.p; q/. In this case the Poisson bracket
has the formula

ff! ; f"g D
1

2

X

p2! #"

".pI #;$/.f!p"p
!f!p"!1

p
/;

where once again #p$p and #p$"1
p denote the product of #p with $p and its inverse

$"1
p in "1.S Ip/, respectively. It was also proved in [17] that

Œ#;$%D 1

2

X

p2! #"

".pI #;$/.#p$p ! #p$"1
p /

defines a Lie bracket on "y" .

Goldman’s Lie bracket was generalized by Chas and Sullivan to a bracket on the
equivariant homology HS1

! .LM / of the free loop space LM of an oriented closed
manifold M of arbitrary finite dimension m:

Œ " ; " %W HS1

i .LM /˝HS1

j .LM /!HS1

iCjC2"m.LM /:

This makes HS1

! .LM / into a graded Lie algebra, after a shift by m!2 in the grading.
For an oriented surface M of dimension m D 2 and i D j D 0, the bracket on
"y" DHS1

0 .LM / coincides with that discovered by Goldman.

Inspired by Goldman [17] and Cattaneo, Frohlich and Pedrini [3], we do something
similar for the Chas–Sullivan bracket in this paper. More precisely, let G denote
GL.n;"/ or GL.n;!/, endowed with the invariant function f .g/ D Re tr.g/, and
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String bracket and flat connections 199

g its Lie algebra with the nondegenerate invariant bilinear form hx;yi D Re tr.xy/.
Let G ! P !M be a principal bundle over a compact and oriented manifold M

of dimension m D 2d , with a fixed flat connection r . We construct a map of Lie
algebras ‰ from the equivariant homology HS1

2! .LM / to the Poisson algebra of
function on the symplectic space MC , which is the formal completion of the space
fx 2L

k#0!
2kC1.M; adP / j drxC 1=2Œx;x%D 0g=G (see Section 4 for definition)

of the differential graded Lie algebra .!!.M; adP /; dr/ of differential forms with
values in adP , the associated adjoint bundle of P (see Gan and Ginzburg [13]). For a
description of the natural symplectic structure of MC see Example 4.2, Proposition 4.3
and Theorem 4.4. Note that using r as a point of reference, the Maurer–Cartan moduli
space contains a copy of the moduli space of flat connection on G!P !M (see the
discussion in Section 9). Here is one of the main theorems:

Theorem 7.4 For G D GL.n;!/ or GL.n;"/, the generalized holonomy map,

‰W .HS1

2! .LM /; Œ " ; " %/! .O.MC/; f " ; " g/;

is a map of Lie algebras.

For a definition of generalized holonomy see Section 6 (and Cattaneo and Rossi [4]).
For a loop $ 2LM , representing an element of HS1

0 .LM /, the value of the function
‰" at a flat connection is the trace of its holonomy along $. The machinery of the
proof is robust enough to handle other reductive subgroups of GL.n;!/. In a manner
similar to the discussion in [17], different subgroups correspond different Lie algebra
structures on the equivariant homology of free loop spaces. We discuss the cases of
G D O.p; q/, O.n;!/, U.p; q/, Sp.n;"/, and Sp.p; q/ (see Section 8).

We provide a mathematician-friendly formulation and proof of the main result of [3] for
G DGL.n;!/ and GL.n;"/ together with its natural generalization to other reductive
Lie groups. The relevance of the subject matter to the Chern–Simons theory and its
applications are explained by Schwarz [24].

Let us very briefly review each section. Section 2 is a short description of the loop
product and string bracket. In Section 3 we recall basic facts about invariant functions
on Lie groups and some of their byproducts. Section 4 discusses the symplectic nature
of the set of all solutions of the Maurer–Cartan equation on a differential graded algebra.
We discuss the symplectic structure of the moduli space of Maurer–Cartan equation
via the process of Hamiltonian reduction. Section 6 contains the main part of the
paper. The main concept here is that of the generalized holonomy. Section 7 concerns
the construction of the Lie algebra map for G D GL.n;!/ or GL.n;"/. Section 8
deals with several other linear reductive Lie groups which tie with the Lie algebra
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200 Hossein Abbaspour and Mahmoud Zeinalian

structure on the vector space based on free homotopy classes of unoriented curves.
Section 9 explains how for a 2–dimensional manifold our construction specializes to
that described by Goldman [17]. In Appendix A, we recall the moduli space of flat
connections and its relation to the moduli space of representations of the fundamental
group. We also review the basic facts about homology and cohomology with local
coefficients as well as a relevant version of Poincaré duality. Appendix B describes the
formula for the solutions of the time dependent linear system of equations in terms of
the Chen iterated integrals.
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2 String bracket

Let M be an closed oriented manifold of dimension m. In [5; 6], Chas and Sullivan
forged the term String Topology by introducing various operations on the ordinary
and equivariant homologies of LM D C 1.S1;M / the free loop space1of M , where
S1 D "=#. The free loop space LM is therefore a Fréchet manifold benefiting
from such tools as the differential forms, principal bundles, connection, and others
(see Section 6 for more details). Throughout this paper the coefficient ring of the
(co)homology is # unless otherwise it is specified.

Chas and Sullivan’s constructions includes a product on H!Cm.LM /, called the loop
product, and its equivariant version, the string bracket, defined on the shifted S1 –
equivariant homology HS1

!Cm"2.LM /DH!Cm"2.ES1 #S1 LM /. For the purposes
of this paper we use a description of the loop product found in Cohen and Jones [10].
Let LM #M LM D f.#1; #2/ j #1.0/ D #2.0/g $ LM #LM be the space of the
pairs of loops with the identical marked points and consider the following commutative

1In the literature LM is C 0.S1;M / which has the same homotopy type of C 1.S1;M / .
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diagram:
LM #M LM !!!!! LM #LM

??yev
??y.ev;ev/

M
#!!!!! M #M

Note that LM #M LM is a codimension m subspace of LM #LM with a tubular
neighborhood ev!.vM / where vM is a normal bundle for the diagonal M ,!M #M .

Consider the map

& W H!.LM #LM /!H!.Thom.ev!.vM ///!H!"m.LM #M LM /;

where the first map is Pontrjagin–Thom collapsing map to the Thom space of ev!.vM /,
and the second is the Thom isomorphism for the normal bundle ev!.vM /. Also,
consider the map

"W H!.LM #M LM /!H!.LM /

induced by the concatenation of the loops $1 and $2 with the identical marked points:

$1 ı$2.t/D
(
$1.2t/ 0% t % 1=2

$2.2t ! 1/ 1=2% t % 1

The loop product is defined as follows:

&D " ı & W H!.LM /˝H!.LM /'H!.LM #LM /!H!"m.LM /:

Remark 2.1 Here we have to modify the definition of $1 ı $2 since the result may
not be smooth. For that one has to reparameterized the $1 and $2 in a neighborhood
of 0 using a fixed smooth bijection of Œ0; 1% whose all derivatives at 0 and 1 are zero.
This is standard and does not change the homological operations introduced above.

Next, we recall the definition of the string bracket on HS1

!Cm"2.LM / [5]. Consider the
degree one S1 –transfer map m!W HS1

! .LM /!H!C1.LM /, and the degree zero map
e!W H!.LM /!HS1

! .LM / induced by the projection LM #ES1! .LM #S1 ES1/

[12; 11]. The string bracket Œ " ; " %W HS1

i .LM /˝HS1

j .LM /!HS1

iCjC2"m.LM / is
defined as follows:

(2–1) Œa; b%D .!1/jaje!.m!a &m!b/:

It was proved in Chas and Sullivan [5] that .HS1

!Cm"2.LM /; Œ " ; " %/ is a graded Lie
algebra and that 'Dm! ı e!W H!Cm.LM /!H!CmC1.LM / together with the loop
product makes H!Cm.LM / into a BV algebra. In fact ' is the map induced by the
unit circle action.
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202 Hossein Abbaspour and Mahmoud Zeinalian

Throughout this paper M is a manifold of dimension mD 2d and therefore the shift
in the degrees by the dimension does not change the parity. This means HS1

2! .LM /

may simply be regarded as a nongraded Lie algebra. In this case the equation (2–1)
becomes

Œa; b%D e!.m!a &m!b/;

for a; b 2HS1

2! .LM /.

3 Invariant functions and principal bundles

In this section, we briefly recall some basic facts and definitions. Most of the material
is taken from Goldman [17]. Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra g. Assume that
g is equipped with a nondegenerate bilinear form h " ; " i, which is invariant, that is,
hŒx;y%; zi D hx; Œy; z%i, for all x;y; z 2 g. We think of an element x 2 g as a left
invariant derivation on C 1.G/ defined by

.x "f /.g/D d

dt
f .g exp.tx//jtD0;

for x2g. The universal enveloping algebra U gDL1
kD0 g˝k=ha˝ b! b˝ a! Œa; b%i

may then be regarded as the associative algebra of all left invariant differential operators
on C 1.G/. An invariant function f W G ! " is a C 1 function which is invariant
under conjugation. The variation function of an invariant function f W G! ", with
respect to a nondegenerate invariant bilinear form h " ; " i, is the map F W G! g defined
by

hF.g/;xi D .x "f /.g/:
Note that F is a G–equivariant map with respect to the conjugation action on the
domain and the adjoint action on the range. In fact, one may extend F W G ! g to
yF W G #U g! g (using the identification G 'G # f1g$G #U g) as follows.

(3–1) yF .gI Œx1˝ " " "˝xk %/D
@k

@t1 " " " @tk
F.g exp.t1x1/ " " " exp.tkxk//j.0;$$$ ;0/:

We will later, in equations (3–5) and (3–6), apply the above to fibers of appropriate
bundles.

A case of particular interest is when G $ GL.n;!/ is a reductive subgroup, that is, a
closed subgroup which is invariant under the operation of conjugate transpose. It is
evident that f .g/D Re tr (.g/ is an invariant function. Moreover, reductivity implies
that the invariant bilinear form hx;yi D Re tr.(.x/(.y// is in fact nondegenerate. In
fact, slightly more generally, any covering of such a G would enjoy the above invariant
function and bilinear form.
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Proposition 3.1 Let G $ GL.n;!/ be a reductive subgroup endowed with the in-
variant function f .g/ D Re tr (.g/. The variation function of f with respect to the
nondegenerate invariant form hx;yi D Re tr.(.x/(.y// is the composition

G
$!! GL.n;!/

i
,! gl.n;!/

pr!! g;

where i is the inclusion of n# n invertible matrices in all n# n matrices and pr is the
orthogonal projection onto g with respect to h " ; " i.

Corollary 3.2 For G D GL.n;"/ or GL.n;!/, endowed with the invariant function
f .g/D Re tr.g/ and invariant bilinear form hx;yi D Re tr.xy/, the variation function
F W GL.n; $/ ! gl.n; $/ is the inclusion map of invertible matrices in all real and
complex matrices, respectively. Moreover, for k ( 1,

yF .gI Œx1˝ " " "˝xk %/D gx1 " " "xk :

Corollary 3.3 Let G DO.p; q/, O.n;!/, U.p; q/, Sp.n;"/ and Sp.p; q/, endowed
with the invariant function f .g/ D Re tr.g/ and invariant bilinear form hx;yi D
Re tr.xy/. Then, the variation function F W G ! g is given by F.g/ D 1

2.g ! g"1/.
Moreover, for k ( 1,

yF .gI Œx1˝ " " "˝xk %/D
1

2
gx1 " " "xk C

.!1/kC1

2
xk " " "x1g"1:

The action of the universal enveloping algebra U g on C 1.G/ gives rise to an extension
yf W G # U g! " of f W G ! " (using the identification G ' G # f1g $ G # U g)

defined by

yf .g; r/D rf .g/; for r 2 ";

yf .gI Œx1˝ " " "˝xkC1%/D .Œx1˝ " " "˝xkC1% "f /.g/

D @kC1

@t1 " " " @tkC1
f .g exp.t1x1/ " " " exp.tkC1xkC1//j.0;$$$ ;0/:

We have

(3–2) yf .gI Œx1˝ " " "˝xkC1%/

D @k

@t1 " " " @tk
h yF .g exp.t1x1/ " " " exp.tkxk//;xkC1ij.0;$$$ ;0/:

For the invariant function trW GL.n;!/! ", f .g/D Re tr.g/, and the bilinear form
hx;yi D Re tr.xy/, we have

(3–3) ytr.gI Œx1˝ " " "˝xkC1%/D tr.gx1 " " "xkC1/:
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Let M be a closed oriented manifold of dimension m D 2d and G ! P ! M

be a principal bundle equipped with a flat connection r . Let P .b/ denote the fiber
of P at a point b 2 M . Let conjW G ! Aut.G/ denote the action of G on itself
defined by conj.g/.h/ D g"1hg . Since conjugation fixes the identity, conj induces
an action AdW G ! Aut.g/ and subsequently an action AdW G ! Aut.U g/. Let
PG , adP , and Pu respectively denote the associated bundles to these representation,
with fibers PG.b/, adP .b/, and Pu.b/ at a point b . Then, PG.b/ is canonically
identified as the group of G–equivariant diffeomorphisms of the fiber P .b/ of P at
that point b . This group is isomorphic to G , while there is no natural choice of an
isomorphism. The set of all sections of PG , denoted by ).PG/, is then identifiable as
the group of fiber preserving and G –equivariant diffeomorphisms of P . By the same
token the adjoint representation AdW G ! Aut.g/ gives rise to an associated vector
bundle adP whose fiber adP .b/ is a Lie algebra canonically identified with the Lie
algebra of PG.b/. Clearly, there is a well-defined exponential map expW adP ! PG

inducing and exponential map expW ).adP /! ).PG/ and there are natural actions
conjW PG.b/ # adP .b/ ! adP .b/ and conjW PG.b/ # Pu.b/ ! Pu.b/ inducing an
actions AdW ).PG/#).adP /!).adP / and AdW ).PG/#).Pu/!).Pu/. Therefore
there is a natural associative multiplication, ), on PG.b/#Pu.b/ for every b defined
as follows:

.g;u/) .h; v/D .gh;Adh.u/˝ v/:
Here Ad is the induced action of the group G on the universal enveloping algebra,
U g, of its Lie algebra g.

This multiplication extends naturally to ).PG/ # !!.M;Pu/. For i 2 f1; 2g, if
.hi ; ˛i/ 2 ).PG/#!!.M;Pu/,

(3–4) .h1; ˛1/) .h2; ˛2/D
!
h1h2; .Adh2

˛1/^˛2

"
;

where ^ product on !.M;Pu/ is the tensor product of two multiplications: the exterior
product of differential forms and the multiplication of values in Pu. Note that unlike
the ordinary wedge product which is associative and graded commutative, ^ is only
associative.

An invariant function f W G! " induces a function f W PG ! ", and subsequently
f W ).PG/! C 1.M /. Also, note that yf extends to

(3–5) yf W ).PG/˝).Pu/! C 1.M /:

Similarly, yF W G #U g! g naturally extends to

(3–6) yF W ).PG/˝).Pu/! ).adP /:
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Remark 3.4 For linear groups G D GL.n;!/ or GL.n;"/, the Lie algebra g is
actually an associative algebra, and therefore there is a natural map of associative
algebras …W U g!g, sending …W Œx1˝" " "˝xk % 7!x1 " " "xk . Moreover, for trW G!"

and hx;yi D Re tr.xy/, one can show that

ytr..h1; Œx1˝ " " "˝xk %/) .h2; Œy1˝ " " "˝yl %//

D tr.h1…Œx1˝ " " "˝xk %h2…Œy1˝ " " "˝yl %/

D tr.h1x1 " " "xkh2y1 " " "yl/;

where in the last line trW g! " is really the derivative of trW G! " at the identity.
This gives rise to the following identity for elements ˛1; ˛2 2!!.M;Pu/:

ytr..h1; ˛1/) .h2; ˛//D tr.h1…˛1 ^ h2…˛2/;

where trW !!.M; adP /! C 1.M / and in the right hand side all multiplication are
matrix multiplications.

4 Symplectic nature of the Maurer–Cartan moduli space

In this section, we mostly follow Gan and Ginzburg [13]. For the sake of completeness
and clarity we mention some of their result without repeating their proofs.

Definition 4.1 A cyclic differential graded Lie algebra, .L; d; Œ " ; " %; !. " ; " //, or a
cyclic DGLA for short, consists of a #2 –graded Lie algebra L D L0 ˚ L1 , with a
differential d , and a bilinear form !W L#L! ", satisfying:

(i) d.L0/* L1 and d.L1/* L0

(ii) d Œx;y%D Œdx;y%C .!1/jxjŒx; dy%

(iii) !.Œx;y%; z/D !.x; Œy; z%/
(iv) !.dx;y/C .!1/jxj!.x; dy/D 0

(v) !.y;x/D .!1/jxjjyj!.x;y/

(vi) !. " ; " /jL0
and !. " ; " /jL1

are nondegenerate

(vii) !.x;y/D 0 for x 2 L0 and y 2 L1

We furthermore assume that L0 is the Lie algebra of a complex, connected, and simply
connected linear algebraic group G .
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Example 4.2 Let G! P !M be a principal bundle over a compact and oriented
manifold M without boundary of dimension mD 2d which is endowed with a flat
connection r . Assume that the Lie algebra, g, of G is equipped with a nondegenerate
invariant bilinear form h " ; " i. Recall that invariance means hŒx;y%; zi D hx; Œy; z%i.
Consider the graded Lie algebra LD!!.M; adP / of differential forms with values in
adP , the adjoint bundle of P . In order to see the graded Lie algebra structure better,
recall that the tensor product of a graded commutative algebra and a graded Lie algebra
is a graded Lie algebra. Note that L D !!.M; adP / D !!.M /˝C 1.M / ).adP /.
Here, the graded Lie algebra ).adP / is concentrated in degree zero. The covariant
derivative associated to the connection r induces a derivation dr W !!.M; adP /!
!!C1.M; adP /. Flatness means that dr is a differential, that is to say d2

r D 0. Define
a bilinear form !W L#L! " as the following composition:

!W !i.M; adP /#!j .M; adP /
^!!!iCj .M; adP ˝ adP /

h $ ;$ i!!!!!iCj .M;"/

R
M!!! ";

if i C j D 2d , and zero otherwise.

Clearly, conditions (i) and (iii) are satisfied and conditions (ii) and (iv) follow from
Corollary A.2 and Corollary A.3. It follows from the invariance property and nonde-
generacy of h " ; " i that conditions (v)-(vi) hold. Lastly, (vii) is true because the manifold
is even dimensional. This means !!.M; adP / is a cyclic DGLA.

Given a cyclic DGLA .L; d; Œ " ; " %; !. " ; " //, clearly .L1; !jL1
/ is a symplectic vector

space. To every a 2 L0 , one associates a vector field on L1 by defining *a.x/ D
Œa;x% ! da, for all x 2 L1 . The vector field *a respects the symplectic structure,
that is to say, L%a

! D 0. In fact, this infinitesimal action is Hamiltonian and the
following proposition describes its moment map. For a discussion and proof see
Section 1.5 of [13].

Proposition 4.3 Let .L; d; Œ " ; " %; !/ be a cyclic DGLA. The map +W L1!L!
0 defined

by +.x/.a/D !.dxC 1=2Œx;x%; a/, for all x 2 L1 and a 2 L0 , is a moment map for
the action of L0 on the symplectic space .L1; !jL1

/.

Define MC.L/D fx 2 L1 j dxC 1=2Œx;x%D 0g:

Note that the map a 7! *a is a Lie algebra homomorphism and that for every a 2 L0 ,
the vector field *a is tangent to MC.L/ [13, Lemma 1.2.1]. This implies a well-defined
action of G on L1 by affine linear transformations referred to as the gauge group. Note
that this action is different than the ordinary adjoint action of G on L1 and it keeps
invariant the scheme MC.L/.
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Let us be more precise about the nature of the quotient MC.L/=G . The space MC.L/
is a defined as the zero level set of the moment map. Since the group G keeps MC.L/
invariant, one can consider the quotient MC.L/=G . Note that because 0 is not a regular
value and G does not act freely, MC.L/=G is not a smooth variety. The good news is
that just as in [13] one may still treat MC.L/=G completely algebraically as a formal
scheme [13, Remark 2.2.1]. Thus, one starts with a formal completion yL1 of L1 at
the origin and considers the closed subscheme +"1.0/ $ yL1 . Then, the completion
of G gives a pro-algebraic groupoid which acts on +"1.0/. Passing to the quotient
yields a pro-algebraic stack MC.L/. We use O.MC.L// to denote the coordinate ring
of MC.L/. Thus, elements of O.MC.L// have representatives in O. yL1/D !ŒŒ yL1%%,
the formal power series on L1 . In the best of all cases one may be able to show that
certain desired series converge. This is in fact what happens in our definition of the
generalized holonomy (see (6–2) and Definition 6.1) as explained in Remark B.2. Let
us also talk about the symplectic nature of the moduli space. In the smooth case, where
one deals with the pre-image of a regular value of the moment map and has a free group
action, the symplectic quotient is a smooth variety with a well-defined Zarisky tangent
space at each point. Unfortunately, this is hardly the case in almost every interesting
example. In such cases, one can talk about the tangent space TpMC as a 3–term
complex Lie.G/! Tp

yL1! Lie.G/! , concentrated in degrees !1, 0, and 1, where
Lie.G/ is the Lie algebra of G [13, Section 1.6]. It is clear that only in the nicest of
all cases, when 0 is a regular value of the moment map and G acts freely, that the
homology of this complex is concentrated in degree 0. In general, one needs to think
about this complex as the tangent space (complex) to the symplectic reduction MC.L/
at a point p , keeping track of all the failures. In this enlightened view, a symplectic
structure on MC.L/, for instance, is a isomorphism !pW TpL1! T !

p L1 , establishing
an isomorphism between the tangent complex and its dual. The symplectic structure
on MC gives O.MC.L// a Poisson algebra structure.

The following is a direct application of a theorem of Gan and Ginzburg [13] for a
reductive subgroup G * GL.n;!/ equipped with the nondegenerate invariant bilinear
form hx;yi D Re tr.xy/.

Theorem 4.4 Let G *GL.n;!/ be a reductive subgroup and G!P!M be a prin-
cipal bundle endowed with a flat connection r . The 2–form !.x;y/D

R
M Re tr.x^y/

defines a symplectic structure on the Maurer–Cartan moduli space, MC.!!.M; adP //.

For brevity, we denote MC for the Maurer–Cartan moduli space MC.!!.M; adP //.
Note that a typical element in MC is a sum of differential forms of odd degrees. One
may think of MC as an extension of the moduli space of flat connections on P . In fact,
if the Hard Lefschetz theorem holds for M , then the moduli space of flat connections
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on P may be viewed as a symplectic substack of MC (see Section 1.7 of [13] and
Section 9 of this paper).

5 Differential forms on free loop spaces

In this section we shall present a model of the free loop space LM which is conducive
to the notions of the de Rham differential forms and its S1 –equivariant model. These
differential forms contain the Chen iterated integrals [7; 8]. Moreover, the cohomology
of these forms, called the de Rham cohomology and the equivariant de Rham coho-
mology respectively, compute the usual and S1 –equivariant singular cohomologies of
LM . Such a model of the free loop space must support the usual differential geometric
notions such as connections and all related pullback diagrams. Since the different parts
of the required framework are developed in different references, we briefly summarize
some of the needed definitions and statements and refer the reader to Hamilton [20],
Godement [15], Brylinski [2] and Guillemin and Sternberg [19] for a fuller discussion.

Let E , F denote locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space and U $E an
open set, we say that the map f W U ! F is of class C 1 if the limit

df .x; v/D lim
t!0

f .xC tv/!f .x/
t

exists and is continuous as a function of .x; v/ 2 U #E . Similarly, we can define
functions of class C k and thus C 1 . Then !n.U / the space of differential n–forms on
U is defined to be the space of smooth functions !W U #En!" which are multilinear
and antisymmetric in the last n variables. Then, one defines the exterior differential
d which satisfies d2 D 0 [20; 2]. Also, the Poincaré lemma holds for convex open
subsets of E (see Brylinski [2] for a proof).

A differentiable space modeled on E is a Hausdorff space N with a covering fUigi2I

and a collection of homeomorphisms +i W Ui ! Vi $E , such that the transition maps
+j ı+"1

i are smooth. Then a differential n–form on an open U $N is defined to be a
collection of !i 2!n.+i.U \Ui// patched together by the transition map +j ı+"1

i .
This enables us to define the de Rham complex of N denoted .!!.N /; d/ and the de
Rham cohomology H !

DR.N / of N to be the cohomology of .!!.N /; d/.

It is known that the de Rham theorem holds [2]. This is shown using sheaf cohomology.
The de Rham forms on the opens U $ N define a sheaf !!.N / on N which is a
resolution of "N the sheaf of the constant functions (by Poincaré lemma). When N

is a paracompact differentiable space and the sheaf !!.N / is an acyclic soft sheaf ,
we can use the natural resolution "N !!.N /! to calculate the sheaf cohomology
H !

sheaf.N;"N / implying that H !
DR.N /'H !

sheaf.N;"N / [2, 1.4.7; 15].
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As it turns out, LM D C 1.S1;M / can be made into a paracompact differentiable
space modeled on C 1.S1;"n/ [2, p 110]. The topology of C 1.S1;"n/ is defined
using a family of the norms k " kk given by

kf k2k D
Z 1

0

#
kf .t/k2C " " "C

$$$
dk

dtk
f .t/

$$$
2%

dt;

which make C 1.S1;"n/ into a Fréchet vector space and LM into a Fréchet manifold.
This allows us to consider vector bundles with connection on LM and do the differential
geometry needed in this paper just as in the finite dimensional case (see Hamilton [20]
for the details).

Moreover, C 1.S1;"n/ can be though of as an inverse limit of the Sobolev spaces
H 2;k.S1;"n/, which are the completions of C 1.S1;"n/ with respect to the Sobolev
norms k " kk . Therefore, C 1.S1;"n/ can be treated as an inverse limit of Hilbert
spaces, ILH for short.

Because of the fact that the free loop space LM is modeled on C 1.S1;"n/ (which
is an ILH) the sheaf !.N /! is a soft sheaf, and therefore,

H !
DR.LM /'H !

sheaf.LM;"LM /:

It is proved in [15] that for a paracompact topological space N ,

H !
sheaf.N;"N /'H !.N;"/;

therefore,

(5–1) H !
DR.LM /'H !.LM;"/:

We turn to the equivariant de Rham theorem for which one can find in Guillemin and
Sternberg [19] a rigorous treatment for finite dimension manifolds. The same treatment
works for LM as we have the right notion of differentials forms for LM with a de
Rham theorem. We give the steps whose proofs are exactly as same as the ones in
Chapter 2 of [19].

Recall that for a group G acting on a space N , the G equivariant cohomology of
N is defined to be H !

G.N;"/ D H !.N # EG=G;"/ where EG is a contractible
topological space on which G acts freely, and BG DEG=G is classifying of the G .
The case of interest for us is the action of S1 on the loop space LM by changing the
parametrization. For Sk D f.z1; " " " ; zk/ 2 !k jjz1j2C " " "Cjzk j2 D 1g let

ES1 D S1 D lim!!S2k"1
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defined by the natural inclusions S2k"1! S2kC1; .z1; " " " ; zk/ 7! .z1; " " " ; zk ; 0/.
This comes with the natural inclusions jk W S2k"1! S1 whose opens are the subset
U $ S1 with j "1

k
.U / is open in S2k"1 for all k . Then S1 acts freely on S1 and

we have BS1 D !P1 D lim!!!Pk"1 whose topology is defined similarly. Then the
real coefficient equivariant cohomology of LM is defined to be

H !
S1.LM;"/DH !.LM #S1=S1;"/;

where S1 acts diagonally on LM #S1 .

The inclusions " " "! S2k"1! S2kC1! S2kC3! " " "

induce the sequence of the projections

" " " !!.S2k"1/ !!.S2kC1/ !!.S2kC3/ " " " ;

which allows us to consider to the inverse limit !!.S1/D lim !!
!.S2k"1/ and we can

form the complex .!!.S1/; d/ which is acyclic and satisfies condition (C)2 [19, p 29].
Since S1 acts on LM as well as on all S2k"1 ’s, we can consider the subcomplex of
basic forms in !!.LM /˝!!.S1/, that is the set of all ! such that

iX! D 0 and LX! D 0;

where LX D iX ı d C d ı iX is the Lie derivative. We define the equivariant de Rham
cohomology to be

H !
S1;DR

.LM;"/DH !..!!.LM /˝!!.S1//bas/:

The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of

(5–2) H !
S1;DR

.LM;"/'H !
S1.LM;"/:

Consider the diagonal action of S1 on LM #S2k"1 and the projection,

" W LM #S2k"1!LM #S2k"1=S1:

Since the action is free, the subalgebra "!.!!.LM # S2k"1=S1// contained in
!!.LM # S2k"1/ can be characterized as the basic differential forms which we
denote !!.LM #S2k"1/bas ; moreover "! is injective. We denote the subcomplex of
basic forms by !!.LM #S2k"1/bas and we have

H !
DR.LM #S2k"1=S1/'H !.!!.LM #S2k"1/bas/:

2Condition (C) is an algebraic way of interpreting that an action is locally free.
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Using the projections

" " " !!.LM #S2k"1/bas !!.LM #S2kC1/bas " " " ;

we can form the complex !!.LM #S1/bas D lim !!
!.LM #S2k"1/bas .

Proposition 5.1 H !
S1.LM;"/'H !.!!.LM #S1/bas/.

Proof Similarly to the proof of (5–1), for the differentiable space LM #S2k"1=S1 ,
we have the isomorphism

H !
DR.LM #S2k"1=S1/DH !.LM #S2k"1=S1;"/;

which is compatible the inclusions LM #S2k"1=S1 ,!LM #S2kC1=S1 . Therefore,

H !
S1.LM;"/' lim !H !.LM #S2kC1=S1/

' lim !H !
DR.LM #S2k"1=S1/

'H !.!!.LM #S1/bas/:

So, to prove (5–2) it suffices to show that

H !.!!.LM #S1/bas/'H !
DR..!

!.LM /˝!!.S1//bas/:

This follows from a standard spectral sequence argument and the fact that inclusion
!!.LM # S1/ ,! !!.LM /˝!!.S1/ induces an isomorphism in cohomology,
and that !!.S1/ is acyclic and satisfies condition (C) [19, p 30].

6 Generalized holonomy

Let M be a compact and oriented manifold without boundary. Given a principal bundle
G! P !M endowed with a flat connection r , the trace of the holonomy yields a
well-defined map on the set of the free homotopy classes of loops in the base manifold
M . It was discussed in Cattaneo and Rossi [4] how this may generalize to families of
loops, more precisely, to the homology classes in the free loop space of the underlying
manifold. We will give a mathematical account of this in this section. Throughout this
section we will be using the notion of differential forms developed in Section 5 for
LM equipped with it natural Fréchet manifold structure.

For every n( 0, consider the n–simplex,

'n D f.t0; t1; " " " ; tn; tnC1/ j 0D t0 % t1 % " " " % tn % tnC1 D 1g:
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Define the evaluation maps ev and evn;i , for 1% i % n as follows:

evW 'n #LM !M; ev.t0; t1; " " " ; tn; tnC1I # /D # .0/D # .1/;
evn;i W 'n #LM !M; evn;i.t0; t1; " " " ; tn; tnC1I # /D # .ti/:

Let Ti W ev!
n;i.adP /! ev!.adP / denote the map, between pullbacks of the adjoint

bundles over 'n #LM , defined at a point .0 D t0; t1; " " " ; tn; tnC1 D 1I # / by the
parallel transport along and in the direction of # from # .ti/ to # .tnC1/D # .1/, in adP

with respect to the flat connection r . Note that if R, S , and T denote the parallel
transport maps respectively in bundles P , PG , and adP , over a given path, then we
have S.+/ D R"1 ı + ıR and T .x/ D dSe.x/, the derivative at the identity of S

evaluated on the vector x .

For ˛i 2!!.M; adP /, 1% i % n, define ˛.n; i/ 2!!.'n #LM; ev! adP / by

˛.n; i/D Ti ev!
n;i ˛i :

Given # 2LM the holonomy along # from # .0/ to # .1/ in the principal bundle P

gives rise to a section hol 2 ).ev! PG/. Note that ).ev! PG/ acts by conjugation on
).ev!PG/, and subsequently on ).ev!adP /. Define V n

˛1;$$$ ;˛n
2!!.LM; ev! Pu/ as

V 0 D 1;(6–1)

V n
˛1;$$$ ;˛n

D
Z

#n

˛.n; 1/^ " " "^˛.n; n/; for n( 1;

and let

(6–2) V˛ D
1X

nD0

V n
˛ ; where V n

˛ D V n
˛;$$$ ;˛:

It is noteworthy that the above infinite sum is convergent. This follows from the
discussion in Appendix B, based on the simple fact that the volume of the standard
n–simplex is 1

n! (see Remark B.2).

Then, consider W n
˛1;$$$ ;˛n

2 ).ev! PG/#!!.LM; ev! Pu/ defined as

W n
˛1;$$$ ;˛n

D .hol;V n
˛1;$$$ ;˛n

/; for n( 0;

W n
˛ D .hol;V n

˛;$$$ ;˛/ and W˛ D .hol;V˛/:and

We fix an invariant function f W G! " and we shall follow the notation introduced in
(3–6) and (3–1). Note that the maps

yf W ).PG/˝).Pu/! C 1.M /;

yF W ).PG/˝).Pu/! ).adP /;
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naturally induce the maps on the differential forms

yf W ).PG/˝!!.M;Pu/!!!.M /;

yF W ).PG/˝!!.M;Pu/!!!.M; adP /;

which in turn induce the following maps on the corresponding pullback bundles:

yf W ).ev!PG/˝!!.LM; ev!Pu/!!!.LM /;

yF W ).ev!PG/˝!!.LM; ev!Pu/!!!.LM; ev!adP /:

Definition 6.1 For a differential form ˛ 2 !!.M; adP /, the Wilson loop W˛ 2
!!.LM;"/ is defined as,

W˛ D yf .W˛/:

Proposition 6.2 If ˛ 2M C , then W˛ 2!!.LM / is a closed form.

Proof Using Stokes’ theorem we have

dW˛ D d yf .hol; 1/C
1X

nD1

yf
!
hol; d

Z

#n

˛.n; 1/^ " " "^˛.n; n/
"

C
1X

nD1

yf
!
hol;

Z

@#n

˛.n; 1/^ " " "^˛.n; n/
"
:

Since the connection r is flat, yf .hol; 1/ D f .hol/ is constant on the connected
components of LM therefore d yf .hol/D 0 on LM . Actually one can say more,
hol 2 ).ev!.PG// is a flat section. Therefore, by Corollary A.4, we have

dW˛ D
1X

nD1

yf
!
hol;

Z

#n

dev"r.˛.n; 1/^ " " "^˛.n; n//
"

C
1X

nD1

yf
!
hol;

Z

@#n

˛.n; 1/^ " " "^˛.n; n/
"
:
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We analyze different terms separately. For the first part we have

dev"r.˛.n; 1/^ " " "^˛.n; n//

D
nX

iD1

.!1/i˛.n; 1/^ " " "^ dev"r.˛.n; i//^ " " "^˛.n; n/

D
nX

iD1

.!1/i˛.n; 1/^ " " "^ .dr.˛//.n; i/^ " " "^˛.n; n/:

1X

nD1

Z

#n

yf .hol;dev"r.˛.n; 1/^ " " "^˛.n; n///D
1X

nD1

nX

iD1

yf .W n
˛;$$$ ;dr˛;$$$˛/:Hence,

As for the second part we have @'n DSn
iD0'

n"1
i , where,

'n"1
i D f.t0; t1; " " " ; tn; tnC1/ j 0D t0 % t1 % " " " % ti D tiC1 % " " " % tn % tnC1 D 1g;

and then for n( 1,

yf
!
hol;

Z

@#n

˛.n; 1/^ " " "^˛.n; n/
"

D yf
!
hol;Adhol.ev! ˛/^

Z

#n!1

˛.n! 1; 1/^ " " "^˛.n! 1; n! 1/
"

C
n"1X

iD1

.!1/i yf
!
hol;

Z

#n!1

˛.n! 1; 1/^ " " "^ .˛^˛/.n! 1; i/^ " " "^˛.n! 1; n/
"

C .!1/n yf
!
hol;

Z

#n!1

˛.n! 1; 1/^ " " "^˛.n! 1; n! 1/^ ev! ˛
"
:

To calculate the first term in the equality above we have used the fact that the parallel
transport of adP along a loop # is give by Adhol where hol is understood as the
parallel transport in the principal bundle P . Now, from the invariance of f and the
fact that the components of ˛ have odd degrees, it follows that the first term and the
last term cancel each other. Therefore, we have

1X

nD1

yf
!
hol;

Z

@#n

˛.n; 1/^ " " "^˛.n; n/
"

D
1X

nD2

n"1X

iD1

.!1/i yf
!
hol;

Z

#n!1

˛.n!1; 1/^ " " "^.˛^˛/.n!1; i/^ " " "^˛.n!1; n!1/
"

D
1X

nD1

nX

iD1

.!1/i yf .W n
˛;$$$ ;˛^˛;$$$ ;˛/:
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dW˛ D
1X

nD1

nX

iD1

.!1/i yf .W n
˛;$$$ ;dr˛;$$$ ;˛/C

1X

nD1

nX

iD1

.!1/i yf .W n
˛;$$$ ;˛^˛;$$$ ;˛/Then,

D
1X

nD1

nX

iD1

.!1/i yf .W n
˛;$$$ ;dr˛C˛^˛;$$$ ;˛/:

Note that since ˛ is a sum of forms of odd degrees in !!.M;Pu/, ˛^˛ D 1=2Œ˛; ˛%.
Therefore,

dW˛ D
1X

nD1

nX

iD1

.!1/i yf .W n
˛;$$$ ;dr˛C1=2Œ˛;˛&;$$$ ;˛/D 0:

We now explain how W˛ represents an equivariant cohomology class.

Lemma 6.3 For ˛ 2MC, there exists a W˛ 2H !
S1.LM / such that

W˛ D e!.W˛/:

Proof By (5–2) it suffices to show that W˛ 2!!.LM /
1˝id
,! !!.LM /˝!!.S1/ is

a basic form. Since W˛ is a closed form, it remains to show that ivW˛ D 0. The fact
that ivW˛ D 0 for v D @

@t
, the fundamental vector field of the S1 –action, is obvious

since W˛ is obtained by pullback of the evaluation maps, devtk
.v/ D # 0.tk/ and

i! 0.tk/i! 0.tk/D0. This shows that W˛ determines a cohomology class W˛ 2H !
S1.LM /

which satisfies
W˛ D e!.W˛/:

Since the equivariant de Rham cohomology of LM is isomorphic to the singular
one, we can think of W˛ as an element in H !

S1.LM;"/. For c 2HS1

! .LM /, define
‰c 2O.MC/ as

‰c.˛/D hc;W˛i:
The following proposition implies that ‰c descends to O.MC/.

Proposition 6.4 For c 2H!.LM / and a 2 L0 D!2!.M; adP /,

L%a
‰c D 0 2O.MC/:

Proof By Cartan’s formula, we have

.L%a
‰c/.˛/D .i%a

d‰c C di%a
‰c/.˛/D i%a

d‰c.˛/:
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Let us calculate d‰c.˛/.h/ for h 2 L1 D T˛L1 ,

d‰c.˛/.h/D
d

dt

&Z

c
W˛Cth

'
jtD0 D

Z

c

d

dt
.W˛Cth/jtD0:

Note that

d

dt
W˛CthjtD0 D

d

dt

1X

nD1

yf .W n
˛Cth;$$$ ;˛Cth/jtD0 D

1X

nD1

nX

iD1

yf .W n
˛;$$$ ;h;$$$ ;˛/:

So, in order to show L%a
‰c.˛/D i%a

d‰c.˛/D 0 we have to show d
dt
W˛CthjtD0 is

an exact form for hD *a.˛/, or in other words,

1X

nD1

nX

iD1

yf .W n
˛;$$$ ;%a.˛/;$$$ ;˛/;

is exact.

Let Z DP1
nD1

Pn
iD1.!1/i yf .W n

˛;$$$ ;a;$$$ ;˛/ 2 !!.LM;"/. Then, by a calculation
similar to that presentation in the proof of Proposition 6.2 we show that for a 2 LC ,

dZ D
1X

nD1

nX

iD1

.!1/2i
#
yf .W n

˛;$$$ ; dra„ƒ‚…
i

;$$$ ;˛/C yf .W n
˛;$$$ ;˛ ^ a„ƒ‚…

i

;$$$ ;˛/! yf .W n
˛;$$$ ;a ^ ˛„ƒ‚…

i

;$$$ ;˛/

C
1X

nD1

nX

iD1

.!1/i
h X

j<i

.!1/j
! yf .W n

˛;$$$ ; dr˛„ƒ‚…
j

;$$$ ; a ;„ƒ‚…
i

$$$ ;˛/C yf .W n
˛;$$$ ;˛ ^ ˛„ƒ‚…

j

;$$$ ; a ;„ƒ‚…
i

$$$ ;˛/
"

C
X

i<j%n

.!1/j
! yf .W n

˛;$$$ ; a;„ƒ‚…
i

$$$ ; dr˛„ƒ‚…
j

;$$$ ;˛/
"i
C yf .W n

˛;$$$ ; a;„ƒ‚…
i

$$$ ;˛ ^ ˛„ƒ‚…
j

;$$$ ;˛/
%

D
1X

nD1

nX

iD1

.!1/2i. yf .W n
˛;$$$ ; dra„ƒ‚…

i

;$$$ ;˛/C yf .W n
˛;$$$ ;˛ ^ a„ƒ‚…

i

;$$$ ;˛/! yf .W n
˛;$$$ ;a ^ ˛„ƒ‚…

i

;$$$ ;˛//

C
1X

nD1

nX

iD1

.!1/i
# X

j<i

.!1/j yf .W n
˛;$$$ ;dr˛C1=2Œ˛; ˛&„ ƒ‚ …

j

;$$$ ; a;„ƒ‚…
i

$$$ ;˛/

C
X

i<j%n

.!1/j yf .W n
˛;$$$ ; a;„ƒ‚…

i

$$$ ;dr˛C1=2Œ˛; ˛&„ ƒ‚ …
j

;$$$ ;˛/
%
:
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As dr˛C 1
2 Œ˛; ˛%D 0 for ˛ 2MC, therefore,

dZ D
1X

nD1

nX

iD1

yf .W n
˛;$$$ ;draCŒ˛;a&;$$$ ;˛/

D
1X

nD1

nX

iD1

yf .W n
˛;$$$ ;%a.˛/;$$$ ;˛/

D d

dt
W˛Ct%a.˛/jtD0:

This proves the claim.

By Proposition 6.4, ‰aW MC ! " is constant along the orbits of G .

Definition 6.5 The generalized holonomy map ‰W HS1

2! .LM /!O.MC/ is the map
a 7!‰a , where

‰a.˛/D ha;W˛i:

7 Hamiltonian vectors field and Poisson bracket

Let ‰a , and ‰b denote the holonomy functions associated to the equivariant homology
classes a; b 2HS1

2! .LM /, and let Xa and Xb denote their corresponding Hamiltonian
vector fields. We calculate the Poisson bracket of holonomy functions by evaluating
the symplectic form on their corresponding Hamiltonian vector fields. Note that the
Zarisky tangent space of MC=G at a class represented by ˛ can be identified with
the cohomology whose differential is r C ˛ ^ " or in other words adP is equipped
with the flat connection r C˛^ ". The later is a differential as ˛ satisfies the Maurer–
Cartan equation. We denote the cohomology of this differential by H !.M; adP˛/, and
similarly the corresponding vector bundle homology by H!.M; adP˛/.

We borrow the following lemma from [17] to obtain a formula for the Hamiltonian
vector fields.

Lemma 7.1 The following diagram is commutative:

H k.M; adP˛/

z!
!!

z'
""!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

\ŒM &
## Hm"k.M; adP˛/

z(
!!

H m"k.M; adP˛/
! H m"k.M; adP!

˛ /
!

zbt

$$
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where

(i) ŒM % 2Hd .M / is the fundamental class of M

(ii) z! is induced by !W H k.M; adP˛/˝H m"k.M; adP˛/

R
M h $ ; $ i
!!!!!!"

(iii) z, is induced by , W H k.M; adP˛/˝H m"k.M; adP!
˛ /

.
R
M $ ^ $ /˝eval
!!!!!!!!!!!"

(iv) z- is induced by -W Hm"k.M; adP˛/˝H m"k.M; adP!
˛ /

eval!!!"

(v) zbt is the transpose of the map zbW H m"k.M; adP˛/! H m"k.M; adP!
˛ / in-

duced by h " ; " iW g# g! ".

Here, adP!
˛ is the bundle associated to the representation Ad!W G!Aut.g!/ induced

by the conjugation action, with the differential induced by r C˛^ ".

Lemma 7.2 The Hamiltonian vector field Xa.˛/ 2H !.M; adP˛/, for a 2H!.LM /,
satisfies the equation

PD.Xa.˛//D ev!.m!a\ yF .W˛//D
1X

kD0

ev!
#
m!a\ yF .W k

˛ /
%
;

where PD denotes the Poincaré duality map H !.M; adP˛/
$ \ŒM &!!!!!H!.M; adP˛/.

Proof For the Hamiltonian vector field Xa.˛/ and h 2 T˛MC ,

!.Xa.˛/; h/D
d

dt
‰a.˛C th/jtD0 D

d

dt
ha;W˛CthijtD0 D ha;

d

dt
;W˛CthijtD0:

Note that W˛Cth is represented by the differential form,

W˛Cth D
1X

kD0

yf .W k
˛Cth;$$$ ;˛Cth/:

Because of the flatness of r , d yf .hol/D 0, therefore,

e!.
d

dt
W˛CthjtD0/D

1X

kD1

nX

iD1

yf .W k
˛$$$ ; h ;„ƒ‚…

i

$$$ ;˛/;

which by [14, Theorem 2.1] is
1X

kD1

'! yf .hol;V k
˛ ^ ev! h/D

1X

kD0

e!m! yf .hol;V k
˛ ^ ev! h/:
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Hence by (3–2) and (3–1),

!.Xa.˛/; h/D ha;m!
1X

kD0

yf .hol;V k
˛ ^ ev! h/i

D hm!a;

1X

kD0

yf .hol;V k
˛ ^ ev! h/i

D hm!a\
1X

kD0

yF .W k
˛ /; ev! hi

D hev!.m!a\
1X

kD0

yF .W k
˛ //; hi:

Therefore, by Lemma 7.1,

ev!.m!a\
1X

kD0

yF .W k
˛ //D -"1 ı .zbt /"1.d˛‰a/

D z!"1.d˛‰a/\ ŒM %

DXa.˛/\ ŒM %:

The following lemma is a version of the multiplicative property of the formal power
series parallel transport [7; 8; 22]. See (3–4) to recall the definition of the ) product.

Lemma 7.3 Let "W LM #M LM !LM be the concatenation map. Then

"!.W˛/D pr!
1 W˛ ) pr!

2 W˛;

where pr1 and pr2 are the projections on the first and the second factors,

LM #M LM

pr1%%"""""""""""

pr2 &&###########

LM LM

Proof The proof of Proposition 1.5.1 in [7] can be adopted to prove that for two loops
#1 and #2 with identical marked point,

(7–1) V n
˛ .#1 ı #2/D

X

iCjDn

Adhol.!2/ V i
˛.#1/^V j

˛ .#2/:

Also hol.#1 ı #2/D hol.#2/ ı hol.#1/. To see the identity (7–1) more clearly, recall
that the parallel transport in adP along #2 is given by Adhol.!2/ , and that in computing
the differential form V n

˛ .#1 ı#2/ (see Section 6) the parallel transport Ti along #1 ı#2
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acts on all the pullbacks ev!
ti
˛ . Split the terms ˛.n; i/ into two collections according

to whether they are obtained by the pullback with respect to evt for 0 % t % 1=2 or
1=2 % t % 1. Then, note that one needs to apply an extra action of Adhol.!2/ on the
first collection to account for the parallel transport along the second half of #1 ı #2 ,
that is #2 .

Recall Definition 6.5 wherein the generalized holonomy map ‰W HS1

2! .LM /!O.MC/
is described as the map a 7! ‰a , where, ‰a.˛/ D ha;W˛i. For a version of the
following theorem in the BRST setup, see Cattaneo, Fröhlich and Pedrini [3].

Theorem 7.4 For G D GL.n;!/ or GL.n;"/, the generalized holonomy map

‰W .HS1

2! .LM /; Œ " ; " %/! .O.MC/; f " ; " g/;

is a map of Lie algebras.

Proof Suppose that GDGL.n;!/, it is exactly the same argument for GDGL.n;"/.
We prove that for a; b 2HS1

2! .LM / and ˛ 2MC ,

‰Œa;b&.˛/D f‰a; ‰bg.˛/D !.Xa.˛/;Xb.˛//:

The left hand side is
‰Œa;b&.˛/D‰.e".m"a&m"b/.˛/

D he!.m!a &m!b/;W˛i
D hm!a &m!b; e!.W˛/i
D hm!a &m!b;W˛i
D h"! ı &!.m!a#m!b/; ytr.W˛/i
D hm!a#m!b; ytr.&! ı "!.W˛//i;

which using Lemma 7.3 equals
Z

m"a'm"b
.ev# ev/!.U /^ ytr.pr!

1 W˛ ) pr!
2 W˛/;

where U 2 !!.M #M / is a differential form supported in a neighborhood of the
diagonal realizing the Thom isomorphism. Now, by Lemma 7.2,

f‰a; ‰bg.˛/D !.Xa.˛/;Xb.˛//

D
Z

M
tr.Xa.˛/^Xb.˛//

D
Z

M
tr.PD"1.ev!.m!a\ yF .W˛//^PD"1.ev!.m!a\ yF .W˛///:
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Using Remark 3.4 and the inclusion !!.LM; ev! PG/ ,!!!.LM; ev! adP / induced
by GL.n;!/ ,! gl.n;!/, and by Corollary 3.2,

yF .W˛/D hol "…V˛ 2!!.LM; ev! adP /:

Thus, the above Poisson bracket equals
Z

tr.ev".m"a\ yF .W˛//'ev".m"a\ yF .W˛///
U

D
Z

.m"a'm"b/\tr. yF .W˛/' yF .W˛//
.ev# ev/!U

D
Z

m"a'm"b
.ev# ev/!U ^ tr.pr!

1
yF .W˛/^ pr!

2
yF .W˛//

D
Z

m"a'm"b
.ev# ev/!U ^ tr.pr!

1.hol "…V˛/^ pr!
2.hol "…V˛//

D
Z

m"a'm"b
.ev# ev/!U ^ tr..pr!

1 hol " pr!
1 …V˛/^ .pr!

2 hol " pr!
2 …V˛//:

But, it follows immediately from Remark 3.4 and line (3–3) that

tr..pr!
1 hol " pr!

1 …V˛/^ .pr!
2 hol " pr!

2 …V˛//D ytr.pr!
1 W˛ ) pr!

2 W˛/:

This proves the theorem.

8 String bracket for unoriented strings

In this section we calculate the Poisson bracket for the generalized holonomy associated
to a principal G–bundle equipped with a flat connection, where G is one of the
proper reductive subgroups of GL.n;!/ such as O.n;"/, O.n;!/, U.n/, SL.n;"/,
or SL.n;!/. Let i W LM !LM be the involution which reverses the orientation of
a loop. We continue to denote the induced map on the homology H!.LM / and the
equivariant homology HS1

! .LM / by a 7! i.a/. We use i! for the induced map on
the cohomologies. It is a direct check that the latter maps commute with the maps e!
and m! introduced in Section 2.

Theorem 8.1 For G D O.p; q/, O.n;!/,U.p; q/, Sp.n;"/ and Sp.p; q/,

f‰a; ‰bg D
1

2
.‰Œa;b&!‰Œa;i.b/&/;

where a; b 2HS1

2! .LM /.
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Proof Consider

V t
˛ D

1X

nD0

.!1/n
Z

#n

˛.n; n/^ " " "^˛.n; 1/:

Notice that first term of the above summation is 1 (compare (6–1)). In a manner similar
to the proof of Theorem 7.4,

f‰a; ‰bg.˛/D
Z

m"a'm"b
.ev# ev/!U ^ tr.pr!

1
yF .W˛/^ pr!

2
yF .W˛///;

By Corollary 3.3,

yF .W˛/D
1

2
.hol "…V˛ !…V t

˛ " hol"1/ 2!!.LM; ev!adP /;

and all the terms above make sense using the fact G is one of the subgroups listed in
the theorem. Since for every g 2G , Re tr.A/D Re tr.A"1/ it follows,

f‰a; ‰bg.˛/

D 1

2

Z

m"a'm"b
.ev# ev/!U ^ tr.pr!

1.hol/ pr!
1.…V˛/^ pr!

2.hol/ pr!
2.…V˛//

! 1

2

Z

m"a'm"b
.ev# ev/!U ^ tr.pr!

1.hol/ pr!
1.…V˛/^ pr!

2.…V t
˛ / pr!

2.hol"1//:

Also, as in the proof of Theorem 7.4,

1

2
.‰Œa;b&.˛/!‰Œa;i.b/&.˛//D

1

2

Z

m"a'm"b
.ev# ev/!.U /^ tr.pr!

1 W˛ ) pr!
2 W˛/

! 1

2

Z

m"a'm"i.b/
.ev# ev/!.U /^ tr.pr!

1 W˛ ) pr!
2 W˛/:

Similarly to the proof of Theorem 7.4,
Z

m"a'm"b
tr.pr!

1.hol/ pr!
1 …V˛ ^ pr!

2.hol/ pr!
2 …V˛/

D
Z

m"a'm"b
.ev# ev/!.U /^ ytr.pr!

1 W˛ ) pr!
2 W˛/:

So, we only have to show that

(8–1)
Z

m"a'm"b
tr.pr!

1.hol/ pr!
1 …V˛ ^ pr!

2 …V t
˛ pr!

2.hol"1//

D
Z

m"a'm"i.b/
.ev# ev/!.U /^ ytr.pr!

1 W˛ ) pr!
2 W˛/:
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Note that ev ı i D ev, and therefore .ev# ev/!U D .id#i/!.ev# ev/!U . Also,
Z

m"a'm"i.b/
.ev# ev/!U ^ ytr.pr!

1 W˛ ) pr!
2 W˛/

D
Z

m"a'm"b
.id#i/!..ev# ev/!.U /^ ytr.pr!

1 W˛ ) pr!
2 W˛//

D
Z

m"a'm"b
.ev# ev/!U ^ ytr.pr!

1 W˛ ) pr!
2.i

!.W˛//:

Note3 that the pullback i!.W˛/D .hol"1;Adhol!1 V t
˛ /, and therefore by Remark 3.4

and equation (3–3),

ytr.pr!
1 W˛ ) pr!

2.i
!.W˛///D ytr.pr!

1.hol;V˛/) pr!
2.hol"1;Adhol!1 V t //

D tr.pr!
1.hol/ " pr!

1 …V˛ ^ pr!
2 …V t

˛ " pr!
2.hol"1//:

This verifies equation (8–1).

For a homology class a 2HS1

! .LM /, let xaD aC i.a/ which could be thought of as a
homology class of unoriented loops.

Lemma 8.2 For a 2HS1

! .LM /, a 7! i.a/ is a Lie algebra map.

Proof For a; b 2H!.LM /, i.a/ & i.b/D " ı &.i.a/# i.b//D " ı .i; i/ ı &.a# b/ as
the Thom collapsing map commutes with the orientation reversing map. Also,

" ı .i; i/ ı &.a# b/D i ı " ı &.b # a/D .!1/jajjbjb & a:

As for the Lie bracket,

Œi.a/; i.b/%D .!1/jaje!.m!.i.a// &m!.i.b///

D .!1/jaj.!1/jajjbje!.i.m!b &m!a//

D .!1/jaj.!1/jajjbji.e!.m!b &m!a//

D .!1/jajCjajjbjCjbji.Œb; a%/

D .!1/jajCjajjbjCjbj.!1/jbjCjajCjajjbji.Œa; b%/

D i.Œa; b%/:

3We remind the reader that in our convention Adg.h/D g"1hg .
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Then, it follows from the lemma above that

Œxa; xb%D Œa; b%C Œi.a/; i.b/%C Œi.a/; b%C Œa; i.b/%
D Œa; b%C i.Œa; b%/C i.Œa; i.b/%/C Œa; i.b/%
D Œa; b%C Œa; i.b/%
D Œa; b%C Œa; i.b/%:

This motivates a new Lie bracket on HS1

! .LM / defined by

Œa; b%1 D
1

2
Œxa; xb%D 1

2

!
Œa; b%C Œa; i.b/%

"
:

Now, using the above observation, Theorem 8.1 can be reformulated as follows:

Theorem 8.3 For G D O.p; q/, O.n;!/,U.p; q/, Sp.n;"/ and Sp.p; q/,

f‰a; ‰bg D‰Œa;b&1 :

In other words, the map HS1

2! .LM /!O.MC/, defined by a 7!‰a , is a map of Lie
algebras.

9 The 2–dimensional case

In this section we will show how our construction relates to the original construc-
tion of Goldman’s in [16; 17] where he studied the space of flat connection from a
representation theory viewpoint.

Let M be a surface with fundamental group " D "1.M /. Then the representation
variety Rep.";G/, as a set, is in a one-to-one correspondence with the isomorphism
classes of flat G –bundles over M (see Proposition A.1). It is known that Rep.M;"/

is a symplectic space [16; 1]. A connected component of Rep.";G/ determines an
isomorphism class of principal bundles G! P !M , and the elements of the of each
connected component are in a one-to-one correspondence with the flat connections on
the corresponding bundle modulo the gauge group.

Let us fix a G –bundle P , or equivalently, a connected component of Rep.";G/. Then
the space of all connections on G!P!M is an affine space modeled over the vector
space !1.M; adP /. In particular, for a fixed connection r0 , the map ˛ 7! r0C ˛
form !1 to the space of all connections is a bijection. Assuming that r0 is a flat
connection, this map gives a one-to-one correspondence between the set of those 1–
forms which satisfy the Maurer–Cartan equation and that of all flat connection. In fact,
the above map induces a bijection between the equivalence classes of the solution of
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the Maurer–Cartan equation in !1.M; adP /, denoted by MC1 , and the space of flat
connections modulo gauge equivalence. In fact, if .M; !/ is a symplectic manifold of
dimension mD 2d for which Hard Lefschetz theorem holds, then the moduli space of
flat connections on P may be viewed as a symplectic substack of MC [13, Section 1.7].
More specifically, the map r0C˛ 7! 1=2.˛C˛^!d"1/ identifies the moduli space
of flat connections with a symplectic substack of MC (compare Karshon [21]).

Now, assume M be an orientable manifold of dimension 2. Therefore, for i ( 3, we
have !i.M; adP / D 0. We therefore have MC1 DMC . Moreover the symplectic
form considered by Goldman for the representation variety corresponds to the one
consider in Section 4 [16; 1].

Therefore to make our point it only remains to show how the restriction of the map
‰W HS1

2! .LM /!O.MC/ to the equivariant 0–th homology HS1

0 .LM / is precisely
the map discovered by Goldman in [17]. First thing to recall is that HS1

0 .LM / equals
"y" , the vector space generated by the set of all conjugacy classes of the fundamental
group "1.M /. Now, for a 2 HS1

0 .LM / look at ‰a 2 O.MC/, where ‰a.˛/ D
ha;W˛i. Recall W˛ D yf .W˛/, W˛ D .hol;V˛/, and V˛ D

P1
nD0 V n

˛ ; where V n
˛ D

V n
˛;$$$ ;˛ . Since ˛ has to be a 1–form, the discussion of Appendix B on iterated integrals

says that for a loop in # 2LM , ‰a.# /Dh#;W˛i is nothing but the invariant function
f applied to the holonomy of the connection r0C ˛ along the loop # . Notice that
via the one-to-one correspondence of Proposition A.1, this is exactly the function fŒ! &

on Hom.";G/=G where Œ# % 2 y" is the free homotopy class determined by the curve
# . We therefore have the following.

Proposition 9.1 For a closed orientable surface M , the restriction of the Lie algebra
map ‰W HS1

2! .LM /!O.MC/, to the 0–th equivariant homology HS1

0 .LM / is the
same is the map # 7! fŒ! & , from "y" to the Poisson algebra of functions on the
symplectic space Hom.";G/=G , discovered by Goldman in [17].

Appendix A Vector bundles and flat connections

In this appendix first we review some basic facts relating the space of representations
of "1.M / the fundamental group of a manifold M in a Lie group G and the space of
the isomorphism classes of principal bundles on M equipped with a flat connection.
Second we prove some basic facts which at end enables us to show that !!.M; adP / is
an example of DGLA as it is defined in Section 4. In the end we recall some homology
and cohomology with coefficient in a flat bundle. For more details, we refer the reader
to Greub, Halperin and Vanstone [18]. Notice that a connection on a principal bundle
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G! P !M gives rise to a connection on the associated vector bundles. Therefore,
we denote the connections on its associated vector bundles with the same notation
r . The covariant derivative rW !0.M;E/!!1.M;E/ can be extended by Leibnitz
rule to a differential dr W !!.M;E/!!!C1.M;E/. The flatness of the connection
translate into the equation d2

r D 0.

Let "1.M / denote the fundamental group of a manifold M with a based point b .
Let Hom."1.M /;G/ denote the set of all group homomorphisms from "1.M / to a
Lie group G . Let F denote the set of all pairs .P;r/ of principal G–bundles P

equipped with a flat connection r up to bundle isomorphisms. The universal covering
"1.M / ! zM ! M may be viewed as a principal "1.M /–bundle over M and
therefore given a homomorphism (W "1.M /! G one can construct the associated
bundle zM #$ G . The canonical connection given by unique lifting property will
induce a connection on zM #$ G . This establishes a map ˆW Hom."1.M /;G/! F
by ˆ.(/D zM #$ G . The following statement is the Theorem 6.60 of Morita [23].

Proposition A.1 The map that associates to any flat G –bundle over M , its holonomy
is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of conjugacy classes of flat G –bundles
and the set of conjugacy classes of homomorphisms (W "1!G .

In this paper, we are mainly interested in the adjoint bundle g! adP !M , and the
universal enveloping bundle U g!Pu!M , associated with the adjoint representation
AdW G!Aut.g/ and AduW G!Aut.U g/. Below are a few applications of the previous
results.

Corollary A.2 For x;y 2!!.M; adP / we have

dr Œx;y%D Œdrx;y%C .!1/jxjŒx; dry%:

Proof The claim may be verified locally. In a local trivialization U #G of P , the
connection r is given by a 1–form , 2!1.M; g/. In the corresponding trivialization
U # g of adP , the differential dr equals d C Œ,; "%. Note that both terms are degree 1

derivations of the bracket.

Recall the definition of the bilinear form ! from Example 4.2:

!W !i.M; adP /#!j .M; adP /
^!!!iCj .M; adP ˝ adP /

h $ ;$ i!!!!!iCj .M;"/

R
M!!!";

when i C j D 2d , and zero otherwise.

The next corollary follows from an argument similar to the proof of Corollary A.2 and
Stokes’ Theorem.
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Corollary A.3 For x;y 2!!.M; adP /, we have

!.drx;y/C .!1/jxj!.x; dry/D 0:

Corollary A.4 For a section s 2 ).Pu/, we have

d tr.s/D tr.rs/ 2!1.M;"/:

Therefore, for ˛ 2!!.M;Pu/,

d tr.˛/D tr.dr˛/:

Proof Locally dr D d C Œ,; "% and trŒ " ; " %D 0.

Let E;E1;E2; and E3 denote vector bundles over a compact manifold M of dimen-
sion m, each endowed with a flat connection r . Given a bundle map ˇW E1˝E2!E3 ,
there is a natural wedge product ^W !!.M;E1/˝!!.M;E2/! !!.M;E3/. In
addition, if ˇ is parallel, this map respects the differentials and consequently induces
a well-defined cup product [W H !.M;E1/ ˝ H !.M;E2/ ! H !.M;E3/ on the
cohomology. A noteworthy special case is the differential graded algebra structure of the
differential forms with values in a flat bundle whose fibres are algebras and the parallel
transport maps are algebra maps. For instance !!.M;Pu/ is an associative (not graded
commutative) differential graded algebra giving rise to the graded associative algebra
H !.M;Pu/. Let us also consider chains C!.M;E/ with values in a bundle E . More
precisely, Ck.M;E/ is the vector space generated by pairs ..; s/, where . W 'k!M

is a singular chain and s is a flat section of .!E . The boundary map @W Ck.M;E/!
Ck"1.M;E/ is defined as @..; s/D†k

iD0.!1/i..i ; sj)i
/, where @. D†k

iD0.!1/i.i .
There is also a cap product H !.M;E1/˝H!.M;E2/!H!.M;E3/. For example
Lemma 7.2 uses the Poincaré duality map \ ŒM %W H !.M; adP / ! H!.M; adP /,
induced by the bundle map ˇW R˝ adP ! adP , defined by ˇ.r;x/ D rx , where
"!R!M is the trivial "–bundle. The Poincaré duality map is an isomorphism [9].

Appendix B Parallel transport and iterated integrals

Let "k ! E !M be a vector bundle endowed with a fixed connection r which
is not necessarily flat. In this appendix we show that the holonomy of any other a
arbitrary connection r 0 (not necessarily flat) along a loop # in M can be expressed by
an iterated integral and the holonomy of r . This explains the definition of generalized
holonomy in Section 5. We presume that this is well known but we do not know a
good reference for it.
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To start, we trivialize E over a given path # W Œa; b%!M and using this trivialization
we take r C , ^ " a local expression for r 0 . Here, , 2!1.M;End."k// is a matrix
valued 1–form. We aim at finding t 7! Pt 2 End."k/ the parallel transport along # .
For a vector v 2 "k , t 7! Pt .v/ the parallel transport of v along # is defined by the
differential equation,

(B–1) r 0
P! .t/Pt .v/D 0:

Since the bundle has been trivialized , we can think of Pt as a matrix valued function
which satisfies

r P! .t/Pt .v/C ,. P# .t//Pt .v/D 0:

Let  t be the parallel transport of r and Rt 2 End."k/ such that Pt DRt t . Since
r P! .t/ t D 0, by Leibnitz rule the differential equation (B–1) reduces to

(B–2)
dRt

dt
C ,. P# .t//Rt D 0

in the matrix valued functions for the initial value R0 D id. Let A.t/D ,. P# .t//, the
first observation is that (B–2) is equivalent to

(B–3) Rt D idC
Z t

0
A.s/Rs ds;

thus Rt is the fixed point of the operator + 7! T .+/, where

T .+/.t/D idC
Z t

0
A.s/+.s/ ds:

Let b 2 Œ0; 1% be such that RD
R 1

0 kA.s/ k ds < 1, then

k T .+1/!T .+2/ k%R k +1!+2 k;

hence T is a contracting operator on the Banach space of continuous matrix valued
functions on Œ0; b%. It is a known fact that such operators have unique fixed point. In
fact the fixed is the limit point of the Cauchy sequence +;T .+/;T 2.+/; " " " where +
is arbitrary.

By some classical techniques we can show that this solution can be extended to the
entire interval Œ0; 1% in order to obtain a fixed point for the operator T on the Banach
space of continuous matrix valued function on Œ0; 1%.

Proposition B.1 Equation (B–1) with given initial value has a unique solution which
is differentiable and satisfies (B–3).
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Applying (B–3) repeatedly we obtain

R1 D idC
Z 1

0
A.t1/Rt1

dt1

D idC
Z 1

0
A.t1/ dt1C

Z 1

0

Z t1

0
A.t1/A.t2/Rt2

dt2 dt1

:::

D idC
Z 1

0
A.t1/ dt1C

Z 1

0

Z t1

0
A.t1/A.t2/ dt2 dt1

C
Z 1

0

Z t1

0

Z t2

0
A.t1/A.t2/A.t3/ dt3 dt2 dt1C " " "

C
Z 1

0

Z t1

0
" " "

Z tn

0
A.t1/A.t2/ " " "A.tn/ dtn " " " dt2 dt1C " " " :

Note that since A.ti/D i @
@ti

ev!
i .,/, we have

Z 1

0

Z t1

0
" " "

Z tn

0
A.t1/A.t2/ " " "A.tn/ dtn " " " dt2 dt1D

Z

!

Z

#n

ev!
1.,/ ev!

2.,/ " " " ev!
n.,/:

R1 D  1C
Z

!

Z

#1

ev!
1.,/ 1C

Z

!

Z

#2

ev!
1.,/ ev!

2.,/ 1Hence,

C " " "C
Z

!

Z

#n

ev!
1.,/ ev!

2.,/ " " " ev!
n.,/ 1C " " " :

Remark B.2 This explains the formula for the generalized holonomy in Section 6
and confirms the convergence of the generalized holonomy. To sum up, the solution of
a general time-dependent system of linear equations PX DA.t/X with initial condition
X.0/ D X0 may be expressed in terms of a power series each of whose terms is a
Chen iterated integral. Note that in dealing with a time-independent system, in which
A.t/DA, for all t 2 ", this formula reduces to X.t/D etAX0 , since the volume of
the n–simplex is 1

n! .
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